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        Columbia University Enables, That Truth Be Told About Ethiopia!! 

                                   By: Union of Tigreans in North America/ UTNA/ 

              We members of UTNA, and indeed the entire Ethiopian community currently domiciling in the 
US would like to kindly pay our sincere and due tribute to the august leadership of the Columbia 
university for according a propitious venue for PM Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia to deliver a keynote 
address at an auspicious function sponsored by the renowned New York City based Columbia University 
Committee on Global Thought. 

          A widespread section of the majority of Ethiopians in the Diaspora, is very elated and pays 
homage to the wise decision of the university authorities for what is abundantly clear and obvious 
message as a succinct and profound appreciation of Ethiopia's progress during the last decade in an 
unmistakable effort to seal the dark chapter of dependency once and for all by extricating itself from the 
heavy bondage of grinding poverty that has been engrossing it remaining as its signature identity for 
years on end. 

       Ethiopia has taken impressive and gigantic steps forward by registering a double- digit economic 
growth for the preceding consecutive seven years uninterruptedly by ascending the development ladder 
indelibly consigning itself as the fifth largest economic giant in Africa on a ranking based, by none other 
than the trusted economic tower of the globe, the World Bank.    In what could be ascribed as a unique 
testimony and calibration of the Ethiopian development insignia, is the fact that a sizable amount of its 
annual budget is allocated to education, health and food security.  

On a similar count, Ethiopia has embarked upon an irreversible journey of democratization 
process by consistently consolidating institutions and the culture of democracy and good governance by 
the active and ever burgeoning engagement of the people as was surely epitomized in the unfettered 
and fully-fledged electoral exercise as punctuated in the conduct of the hitherto held four parliamentary 
elections, the latest being the May 2010 election which catapulted the EPRDF, the party led by the 
incumbent PM, His Excellency Mr.  Meles  Zenawi to a yet another five years of power unanimously 
sponsored and empowered by the majority of voters in a landslide ballot triumph.  
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It is this sparkling and shining tangible socio- economic and political transformation, that has 
become the whole mark of to-day's Ethiopia that history is on the making through the able leadership of 
the EPRDF led government under the aegis of PM Meles Zenawi. 

Thank  You again,  Columbia university for the apt recognition of the strenuous effort of the 
Ethiopian people and the timely honor you have bestowed upon our leader that will certainly resonate 
with all of us, who stand to benefit from the over-all development of our homeland Ethiopia and the 
solidarity displayed by this Hub of Academic Excellence!!   
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